RIGBOXATS is a fully integrated management system for small and mid-market staffing companies
developed by Revolution Staffing. RIGBOX is an off the shelf yet highly customized management software
that is poised to become the solution of choice for small and medium sized temporary staffing companies
like Revolution Staffing.
“We spent years looking for an (off the shelf) solution that could streamline our operations, integrating
our front with our back office and improving our profitability through efficiency but we came up empty”,
said David MacDonald, President of Revolution staffing and co-developer of the RIGBOX platform.
“Products we did find were either too big and antiquated-too expensive and too complicated or just not
suited to us, they weren’t customized, scalable for growth, and not integrated with today’s accounting
packages” he added.
Simple and intuitive, the RIGBOX platform is unique and valuable in that is able to integrate every
significant point in the business relationship between agency, client and contract staffing associate.
Future technology driven, RIGBOX deploys text messaging technology (SMS) that sets the product apart by
allowing the product to facilitate much of the staffing placement process, in immediate real time is a
significant competitive advantage.
The product itself RIGS the competitive landscape by levelling the playing field and then tilting it in the
favour of the RIGBOX product user who is able to make placements in a better, faster and more qualified
manner.

Test Drive
Take a test drive of the software, try it out and see how it works. We have sample data you can use or
you can enter yourself as an applicant or a Customer so you can receive a text message or our
Automated E-mail just like your applicants and Customers will receive.
Next Steps – Signup for a 12 week Free Trial and every week after you will continue to get 1000 hours per
week FREE. You can demo our software at www.staffingsoftware.ca in order to obtain Used ID’s and
Passwords please e-mail us at demo@staffingsoftware.ca.
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